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Who We Are 

Meg Blau 
• 22+ years Consultant Liaison services 
• Provides expertise to WSDOT offices statewide 
• Works with contracts from inception to closure 

 

Sheril MacKenzie 
• 10+ years combined Consultant Liaison / Program Management services 
• Major program expertise 
• Expertise in funding, scoping and negotiating major programs 



Agency Goals for Consultant Services 

• Comply with Federal Requirements 

• Transparent, Equitable, and Competitive Selection Processes 

• Comprehensive scopes with Consultant participation 

• Negotiated detailed and equitable cost estimates 

• Successful project completion 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our goal at, WSDOT Consultant Services is to maintain a process that is federally compliant even if only state funding is available, and to ensure that all consultants and the public see a process as open, fair, competitive (as much as possible) and transparent.Selection process depends on type of contract – single project is advertised, task order is Second Tier, all are competitive unless very tiny.  For us, “tiny” is $10,000 or less.  We strive to ensure the best pricing that provides satisfaction to both State and the consultant as equitable for the work performedConsultants participate in final scoping to ensure all parties are knowledgeable about what is to be provided and who is responsible for what elements.Both of us handle all contractual elements including updating the contract if work changes, payment of invoices after project office review and tracking consultant project progress.Please note: WSDOT uses the word “agreements” to refer to their contracts.  While below we have tried to be careful to use “contract” instead, to have a common language, “agreements” may creep in.  In the case of this presentation, “agreement”, and “agreements” are considered to be “contract”, and “contracts” respectively.  In addition, the word “overhead” means the Consultant’s approved and FARs adjusted indirect cost rate which includes those elements of cost that are not directly applicable to any one project (such as building rent or employee benefits). 



Beginning the Process 

• WSDOT and Local Agencies propose projects to State Legislature 

• Legislature develops general budget for projects 

• Budget passed and projects assigned to WSDOT regions 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Each region in WSDOT develops projects to minimal level to obtain a general understanding of the projects and a general overall expected budget.  This is a best guess at initial funding.  These projects are proposed to the legislature for funding.Local agencies also may propose projects along state highways to the legislature in their jurisdictions.  Some Local Agency projects may be assigned by the legislature to WSDOT for design and construction. Legislature approves projects proposed by both WSDOT and local agencies in the budget for WSDOT.WSDOT regions assign projects to regional project offices.  Project offices only have a dollar amount for an overall budget and a minimal understanding of the project in most cases.  Some projects are more definable, such as an Interchange Justification Report, but often they are a “design through construction” project with a lot of unknowns. 



Project Office Involvement 

• Project office assesses project and assigns staffing 

• Staff includes at least the Project Manager for the project 

• Project office determines if consultants needed 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The State of Washington currently has a legislatively mandated cap on total staffing available for WSDOT.  Therefore, it is imperative that the project offices have current workforce plans to proactively identify needs.  This allows the project office to determine if consultant services are needed in a timely manner and to what extent.  The project office will identify, as part of the process, whether specialty services are needed as well.This level of understanding is based on a high level overview of the project.  



Decision to Use Consultants 

• Project office develops draft scope of work 

• Draft scope covers main elements of work in outline form 

• Project office seeks internal staffing commitments 

• Determine internal project and/or specialty staff availability 

• Level of consultant services determined 

• Partial staffing for specialty items 

• Full staffing for entire project 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The initial legislative description of the project is very minimal with only a line or two that broadly defines the intent of the project.  Therefore, the project office is responsible, in conjunction with internal specialty groups, to begin the detailed definition of the project .  To start the process, the project office determines the state forces who will be on the project team.  Initially, team members will include the project office staff, specialty staff with internal expertise in expected project areas (environmental, geotechnical, surveying, maintenance, traffic, right of way, ITS, etc.).  During this process, and based on the discussions with the specialty groups, the project office determines that consultant services will be needed, and assigns initial work elements to consultant services (the consultant is NOT yet selected).  Added team members will include the Area Consultant Liaison Engineer.  The internal staff will help develop a slightly more detailed scope and initial project budget along with the critical path schedule identifying the timing of work elements to maintain the project delivery schedule.After staffing levels are determined, the project office can then identify where consultants will be needed to supplement state staff for a project.This is still a high level overview of the project.  



Develop State Project Understanding 

• Project delivery selection process to determine construction method 

• A more detailed scope for initial project work developed 

• Scoping usually includes internal specialists review of elements 

• Scoping also includes review by executives overseeing project 

Presenter
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It is important to note that there is no single construction contract delivery method that is best for all projects.  Instead the construction method (design bid build, design build, or general contractor/construction manager) should be carefully selected.  WSDOT has developed a process that is scalable, unbiased and systematic that provides the documentation needed to support the chosen project delivery method.  The selection is based on the evaluation of each projects attributes, opportunities and risk that result in the most cost effective and best value project delivery method.  This determination is made early in the design of each project.The draft scope of work for the consultant providing design services on any type of construction project will be determined at this time, and can vary from a detailed scope for a single specialty element where the state does not have the expertise available, or a more general scope of multiple elements where a consultant team is needed.  The more general scope may include preliminary design, full PS&E (or development of DB documents) and other elements.  Scope definition will be as detailed as possible, knowing that some projects must do preliminary work prior to finalizing the actual construction documents, and the contracts are additive.  



Develop General Project Budget 

• Project office develops initial understanding of budget 

• Initial budget is based on two elements: 

• The amount of funding authorized by legislature 

• Legislature allocates funding between three elements: 
• Design through PS&E 
• Right of way needs 
• Construction 

• The expectation that consultant services will cost more than 
state services 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The project office, in conjunction with state specialty groups, will develop the initial estimate and schedule. The initial estimate is a rough draft for the total project.  Until the scope is more refined, the estimate is more general, and usually within the total budget assigned by the legislature.  At this time, the project office will have an idea, especially if consultants are needed, whether the legislative funding for the design work, whether for design bid build or design build or GCCM, is sufficient for the project.  It will also help to project the cost of consultant services as part of the overall budget.  Size of the consultant portion of the budget guides the steps to obtaining the consultant.  If only a small portion is consultant oriented, and the project has a fairly short timeline, then the services may be obtained using the state’s task order agreements, selecting with a second tier process.  Otherwise, the services will be advertised.  The draft scope and a generalized range or estimated amount of funding for the consultant services will be included in the advertisement.  The advertisement is careful to include all elements in which the consultant may be requested to participate.



Digression: Types of Contracts for A&E Services 

• Cost Plus Fixed Fee 

• Negotiated Hourly Rate 

• Negotiated Hourly Rate Task Order 

• Lump Sum 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The four types of agreements we have available to use for architectural and engineering services include the four listed in the slide.  The financial aspects of each of these agreements is as follows:Cost Plus Fixed Fee:  Actual costs are required for this type of contract.  Direct labor is the actual paid to the employee.  Overhead is approved by the WSDOT Audit Office annually for all firms (including those on Safe Harbor) and is used to adjust past year’s invoices.  Fixed fee is negotiated based on our calculation of fee percentage, and the result is used as a lump sum item which is paid out based on earned value (percent project complete), for which we have a calculation sheet.  The contract stays open for final audit at the conclusion of its use. Negotiated Hourly Rate (single project contracts):  Actual costs are required up to the maximum direct labor cost on a pre-approved and negotiated rates table for all firms.  Overhead is still approved on an annual basis through the audit office.  Firms negotiate the direct labor rates with WSDOT Consultant Services in headquarters.  For single project agreements, the fee is also negotiated on a project by project basis (each project has its own agreement) based on the project parameters, and the rates table is included in the agreement with the approved direct labor and overhead with negotiated fee. The rate maximums are set by the rates table for the work, so any labor in a classification that exceeds the direct labor rate must be invoiced at the approved rate or less.  This contract can be audited, but the rates are set for the invoices based on contractual language and the negotiated rates.Negotiated Hourly Rate Task Order (multiple unrelated projects):  For these contracts, the rates tables are similar to the tables under the single project negotiated hourly rate agreements.  The difference is that the headquarters office also negotiates the fee, usually 30% of direct labor costs, for the agreement, so that the whole rates table for all firms on the agreement is fixed for each year.  The tables are updated annually for direct labor negotiations and overhead adjustments only.  If a task order contract is highly specialized, it may have either the ability to negotiate fee on a task order basis, or have a different fee for all tasks.  These are the exception however.  Tasks may be audited. These contracts have no guarantee of work being assigned to them.Lump Sum:  Lump sum contracts are not used very often due to the restrictions we have on them.  Restrictions include no supplements except for time, a very tightly itemized scope of work and, at times, speed of services needed.  The rates are at actual cost, overhead is agreed to beforehand, and fixed fee is negotiated for the work.  The contract is paid through earned value on a percent project complete basis.  Re payments:  All contracts must have invoices that pertain to the type of agreement, and include a progress report detailed enough to allow us to see the reasonableness of the charges.  All invoices are also subject to review of certified payroll documents, and other invoiced elements.  Invoiced direct costs must be supported by receipts. 



Consultant Selection Process 

• Consultant services are assigned to project elements 

• Consultant Selections (two types) 
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Develop specific project advertisement or Second Tier invitation to Consultants, including all elements of the project for selection (including draft scope, listing of all add-ons the consultant may do, selection criteria and scoring, Federal or State small and disadvantaged business goals both required and voluntary, schedule for selection, option for interview, and standard disclaimers).Develop scoresheets and invite internal and/or external project staff and other experts to score the submittals.  External staff, based on the project parameters, may include local agencies with interest in the project.  If one firm stands out above all the others, the selection may be made at this time for either type of process. If two or more firms are close in initial proposal scores, we determine if an interview is required (note that often the need for an interview is known ahead of time, and is announced as part of the advertisement or second tier process)..  Interview panelists are selected before the advertisement or Second Tier is in process.  Interview panelists may also include local agencies with interest in the project. Score the interview and select the successful consultant. Determine if a scoping agreement or task order is appropriate.



Develop Draft Final Scope, Schedule, Budget 

• Consultant / State develop draft final scope of work 

• Consultant develops blank cost estimating spreadsheet 

• Consultant provides spreadsheet to Project Office 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
After the consultant team is selected, the WSDOT and the consultant together work on finalizing the scope of work and schedule for the project.  The scope may be complete for the whole project or element or it may be an initial scope to determine actual final direction.  Schedule is based on legislative expectations for advertisement of the project.To ensure as best as possible that the Consultant and State are comparing equivalent numbers, the Consultant is requested to provide a blank spreadsheet to the State based on the draft final scope for use doing the State’s detailed independent estimate.  The consultant spreadsheet will include pages for hours estimates for all firms on the team, and cost summary sheets for labor costs, including overhead and fee, and direct expenses proposed.  The detailed cost estimate sheets reflect how the Consultant envisions project progress and sub-elements of work, which may change during negotiations.  However, this aspect offers two advantages for the negotiations:  first, the consultant and the state are using the same staffing types and costs, and second, the consultant and state can both see if the understanding of the scope is similar and appropriate for each element and sub-element on the project. 



Independent Hours and Cost Estimating 

• Consultant and State independently estimate hours for draft final scope 

• Consultant and State estimate fee percent for project 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Consultant provides a blank Excel workbook that includes pages for cost summaries and hours matrices for all firms proposed.  The rate for the various classifications of staff are shown, as are lists of expected direct expenses on cost summary sheets.  Overhead percent and proposed (but not yet negotiated) fee are also included to help show full cost of the proposals.  All cells are live.   Using this blank workbook, the State project office requests the specialty groups within WSDOT, who have been assigned to the project and have identified that they will manage it but need the Consultant team to do the work, to participate in the estimating of the work in the scope that pertains to their areas using the Consultant’s spreadsheet.  These staff members are experts in their fields, and include a number of areas on which the project office depends for services on their projects.  Often we have environmental (including noise and air quality, biological, and NEPA/SEPA specialists), public affairs, surveying and possibly geotechnical experts as part of the process.   In addition, the State project office staff estimate the services that pertain to their work on the project using the Consultant’s spreadsheet.  It is requested, but not always provided, that the State project office also project the direct expenses they anticipate on the project.   The State workbooks are collected by the Area Consultant Liaison Engineer (ACLE) and combined into one main workbook.  This will give the Consultant Liaison an idea of what the State expects the services to cost, and the expectation of number of hours needed to complete the work.  It is expected that the staff doing the estimates will participate in the negotiations to ensure the right level of effort is allowed for the work of the project in their area of expertise.  The State may also find areas of the scope that need updating, and may send an updated scope to the Consultant Liaison.   The Consultant sends in to the Area Consultant Liaison (not the State project office) their filled in workbook on the project, as well as any additional changes proposed to the scope (elements that need updating may have been found during this estimating process) and their fee calculations.   For the fee negotiations, the State project office and the Consultant each fill in the fee calculation sheet independently prior to negotiations.  These are collected by the ACLE for use during negotiations.   With both sets of documents in hand, the ACLE reviews the different proposals for work and fee, and any changes to the scope proposed, and develops an understanding of where the differences lie.  This will allow the ACLE, who schedules the negotiations, to understand the approximate time needed to negotiate the hours and costs of the Consultant services.  The ACLE schedules negotiations to discuss final scope and costs.  Almost all contracts, tasks, supplements and amendments require some level of negotiations.  



Negotiations Planned 

• Negotiations are scheduled and consultant and state staff invited 

• Time and location are determined 

• Draft negotiations schedule may be developed 

• Consultant spreadsheet may be used to track negotiated hours 

• Negotiations are usually completed within one day 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At this point the ACLE has determined that negotiations are needed between the State and Consultant to ensure, as best as possible, a common understanding of the scope and level of effort needed for the project. The regional ACLE is responsible for ensuring that the whole process is fair to both parties, and this responsibility requires that the ACLE manage the process of negotiations.All parties expected to participate in negotiations, including the Consultant team and their sub-consultants, the State project office, the State specialty groups, the ACLE and possibly an assistant, HQ staff if needed, and others as needed.   The ACLE usually schedules a conference room for the time expected to be needed, and invites the Consultant and State staff to participate.  If a negotiation is major (full day), a schedule may be proposed by the State or Consultant to ensure staff are available on both sides to participate.  If possible, the ACLE reserves a conference room with a wall computer, so that all changes can be seen by all parties.In our experience, it is often the case that the Consultant estimate is higher than the State estimate in both hours and costs, though on rare occasions some estimates are very close together.  If the estimates are very close together (less than 5% apart), the ACLE may ask the project office if they can accept the Consultant’s estimate.  Under normal circumstances, however, the details of the estimates may require discussion since the Consultant may emphasize an area more than the State expected, while being low in other areas where the State expected more hours.  If the State then still desires to discuss the estimates, negotiations are held. It is noted that our experience of State estimates is that the State offices can be low on actual level of effort that the work requires.  The specialty groups may have a better understanding of levels of effort in their fields, though sometimes the scope is not as clear as originally thought.  Thus the negotiation discussions are often fruitful for getting the two teams to meld in their common goal to provide the services and produce a successful product. 



Elements and Process of Negotiation, Part 1 

• Discussion starts with hours estimated by State and Consultant 

• Hours discussion will include scope elements and agreed changes 

• Discussion includes levels of staffing for elements 

• Costs for direct expenses are discussed 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Procedures include:  The regional ACLE has received both sets of documents (estimates for State and Consultant), and reviewed them together with the draft scope.    The ACLE makes a determination about where potential differences in understanding the actual need of the project may be occurring.  (Some work elements may have greater differences in staffing levels or hours estimated or types of services assigned.)  These items are highlighted by the ACLE as required areas of discussion, though even areas that seem to be close are open to discussion as well, since it is understood that one element’s work results may affect another’s.  After this review, the ACLE and the State project team meet briefly to look at the proposals by both sides and discuss possible reasons behind the differences in hours.  The discussion may take up to an hour for large projects to review the areas where there may be a disconnect in either party’s understanding of the scope (depending on how great the scope is). This is done because the State is contracting for the services, and the State needs to be able to be open to discussing the areas of difference with the Consultant to get to a mutual understanding.  In addition, this helps the State be more flexible in their understanding of the total hours that the work actually will take.  It will also help identify areas of discussion that would involve the scope itself and potential changes or additions needed.Then, the negotiations are held with consultant and their specialists as well as the state and their specialists, to discuss the areas of difference in hours and ensure areas of agreement are truly in agreement in understanding.  The scope is also under scrutiny to ensure both parties understand the final deliverables and how to achieve them, and thus may be modified at this time to ensure both parties can agree about the path to achieving the expected deliverables.  Modifications to the Consultant hours for elements of work are made in one of the spreadsheets, usually using the consultant’s version Management of the discussion is usually by the Area Consultant Liaison Engineer.  Discussions include all elements of the project that the consultant will provide for the scope developed.  Initial concentration is getting the total hours in alignment for both parties.  These discussions of project hours can take several hours, and will include specialty groups from both sides.  The level of staff doing the work is outlined by the consultant, and the state agrees or questions that level.  The staff assigned and their areas of expertise, the contract administration, the sub participation and prime responsibilities as well as questions on actual intent of elements are all covered in the hours negotiations.After hours are agreed to, for all levels and for all elements of the current scope, the labor and direct costs are reviewed and negotiated as needed.  Blended rates are used for estimating the direct labor cost in categories of staffing in which more than one person at the Consultant office is assigned the work.  Discussions of hours usually identify the classifications in which this is expected to occur.  The use of a blended rate for a class of staff prevents the cost from being inflated due to using the highest salary in the class for the estimate, and charging lower salaries of the actual staff working on the project.  The estimate for indirect costs and fixed fee are thus also more in line with actual project labor costs.  For direct costs, which are those expenses provided to support the project, the Consultant usually provides a note to show how they developed their costs (though not always).  These assumptions are reviewed by the parties and discussions done to ensure agreement.  Should the project warrant, some items of work, such as traffic counting and vehicle occupancy data, will be part of the direct expenses.  These services are offered by firms which do not assess the impacts of the data, and thus, while they are experts in doing this type of service, are not considered consultants.  During negotiations, based on the expected timeline of the work, the Consultant and State may discuss an escalation factor.  Escalation is proposed to accommodate raises expected by Consultant staff, and would be discussed for all consultant firms.  Some consultants are fixed by Safe Harbor to a certain salary and rate, and these firms usually do not receive escalation.  However, the larger firms may request this.  The granting is at the discretion of the ACLE and must be defended, both for the percent used and the reasoning behind it.  The percent is usually around 2% to 3% and is added to the total overall labor cost only.  Direct costs are not escalated.  If allowed, it is applied at the direct labor cost for Cost Plus Fixed Fee contracts, and to the total labor cost for Negotiated Hourly Rate contracts.  Lump sum contracts may include escalation on labor if they are expected to cross a fiscal boundary. It is not a given that escalation will be allowed.  



Elements and Process of Negotiation, Part 2 

• Overhead is discussed 

• Fee (profit) negotiations are completed 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Overhead is based on the most current overhead from the Consultant which has been approved by the State audit office.  The requirement in all contracts is for the Consultant to use the most recent Consultant Fiscal Year overhead as approved by our Audit office for any agreement entered into between the State and that Consultant.  In addition, sub-consultants are also required to use most recent fiscal year overheads also approved by the State audit office.  During the life of the contract, with the exception of lump sum contracts, if the contract crosses a fiscal year boundary for the Consultant, the overhead will be updated on an annual basis and the new overhead rate used in future invoices. Because the State has different types of contracts available for any given project, depending on what type of contract is used, the overhead may be treated differently.  For cost plus agreements, which are often multiple years in process, the overhead adjustment is done as soon as the new overhead is available.  Invoices from the fiscal year to which the overhead applies are revised to accommodate the change in overhead, and a credit or debit invoice is sent to the State to adjust the agreement.  The agreement is expected to have some flex in the negotiated cost (such as a small escalation factor) to allow for these adjustments without adjustment to the total price of the contract as negotiated. For negotiated hourly rate contracts, including task order contracts, the overhead adjustment at this time is done for invoices which occur six months after Consultant fiscal year close no matter when the overhead is approved.  This can mean that updated rates could be used immediately and some past invoices are adjusted, or it could mean that the use of updated rates must wait until the six months are completed.  Lump sum contracts are not adjusted for overhead on multiple year contracts (unless a very rare cost supplement is negotiated). Cost supplements on single project agreements and amendments on tasks will use the most recently approved overhead percentage.  Fixed fee or profit is calculated for all contracts.  The fee calculation for Washington State contracts, including federally funded contracts, is based on a calculation which includes six elements common to almost every project.  The negotiated fee percent is multiplied against the direct labor costs only, and does not include overhead.  Fee is discussed last since it depends on the final totals for hours and costs for calculation.  The initial fee is estimated independently by both parties based on their initial estimates of cost, and negotiated/modified based on final costs.  Fee is discussed for sub-consultants as well and often results in a lower fee for the sub-consultants since they do not have the overall responsibility for the total project, just a portion of it.  The State has developed their fee calculation to avoid high overhead firms getting a high profit amount based on higher labor costs (direct salary plus overhead) while a firm which keeps their overhead cost lower is given less profit for similar work.  The six elements include degree of risk, relative difficulty of work, the size (total dollar amount) of the project, the period of performance (in months), the amount of assistance by the State on the project, and how much sub-consulting work is needed.  Though the range is 17% to 35% (which is roughly equivalent to the 10% to 15% used in Federal calculations), it is very difficult to get a 17% or 35% fee amount to calculate.   Fee is negotiated on the same basis but used differently in invoicing for different agreement types.  Single project agreements, such as the Cost Plus Fixed Fee, Negotiated Hourly Rate and Lump Sum agreements, negotiate the fixed fee as part of the negotiations for the work.  This fee is then treated differently for each type of contract for billings.  The Cost Plus Fixed Fee agreement fee becomes a fixed total amount, and is invoiced on the basis of project progress, as supported by the Earned Value chart and the Progress Report.  Both should be detailed enough for the State to review and approve the amount invoiced, or open discussions about the progress.  The Negotiated Hourly Rate single project agreement fee percent is negotiated specific to the project.  This fee is then inserted into the Direct Salary and Overhead table, which, after approval, becomes a part of the contract, and is invoiced in every hour worked as part of the approved total loaded rate. The Lump Sum contract total cost (all costs, not just fee) is invoiced on an Earned Value basis with detailed Progress Report support.   For tasks on Negotiated Hourly Rate Task Order agreements, the fee is fixed in the approved rates table in the Master Contract, and is used on all tasks.  The fee is 30% of direct labor only for most Master Contracts and is negotiated ahead of any task orders.  



Contract Assembly 

• Discussions of scope, schedule and costs are complete 

• Consultant provides final workbook with hours and costs 

• Consultant provides final scope proposed with schedule 

• State reviews final scope, schedule and consultant proposed budget 

• State accepts final scope, schedule and cost proposal 

• Agreement / Contract is assembled 

Presenter
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When the negotiation meeting ends, the Consultant modifies their estimate to accord with the discussion of the hours, costs and fee and presents to the State a best and final offer (BAFO) for the project.  This often includes an updated scope clarifying areas that were not readily understood by both parties.  The State, consisting of the project office, the specialty staff and the Area Consultant Liaison Engineer (ACLE), then reviews the proposed final estimate, scope and schedule for accuracy in capturing the negotiations.  This review will include the specialty services staff and others who participated in the negotiations.  If there are additional questions, or an element is modified by the Consultant or State after the negotiations, the Consultant and State continue discussions.  The process continues until there is agreement on all elements of cost, scope and schedule.  This process has proven to provide more accurate scopes and realistic budgets for projects.  This process, which is also followed if a supplement or amendment is done, allows for the supplemental process to be more accurate as well.  When discussions are final, the ACLE assembles the final contract documents for signature by Consultant and State.  Consultants sign first, and often allow their lawyers to review and approve the documents before signature.  For initial agreements, the boilerplate portion has been approved by the State’s Attorney General, and the Headquarters Consultant Services Office Manager has delegated authority to sign these agreements after the Consultant has signed them.  Two originals are provided, one for the Consultant and one for the State.If the contract document is a task order, the task order form has been approved by the State’s Attorney General as to form, so the signature process can proceed without further AG review.  The HQ Consultant Services Office will sign task orders as well, though in some regions that process has been delegated to regional executives for tasks pertaining to that region.Note that this process of scoping, budgeting, negotiations and final contract assembly includes the supplements to an agreement or amendments to tasks, if any.  In the case of supplements, the Attorney General must review, approve and sign as to form, while the Headquarters Consultant Services Office signs for the State after AG approval and signature.  For task orders and task amendments, signature authority still resides in the Headquarters Consultant Services, but the AG does not have to approve as to form.  



Additional Information 
Note: Currently the State is managing approximately 1,300 agreements, normal is about 
3,000, and highest is at 5,000+ agreements at one time 

Additional information and examples of independent cost estimate spreadsheets are posted 
on the following website: 
http://www.wsdot.wa.gov/business/consulting/Procedures_Assessment 

• Advertisement selection process timeline / Second Tier process timeline 

• Estimates, proposed and final, including fee proposals for project 

• Fee calculation workbook and instructions 

• Earned Value computations example and instructions 

• Blended rates example 

• Link to WSDOT Consultant Services Manual -- 
http://www.wsdot.wa.gov/Publications/Manuals/M27-50.htm 

• Link to Consultant Services website-- http://www.wsdot.wa.gov/business/consulting/ 

• Slides with Notes (Word document in PDF format) 
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The independent estimate spreadsheets are based on the defined scope of work and are developed by the consultant for the state to use for their updated independent estimate.  This way both state and consultant are looking at similar numbers.  

http://www.wsdot.wa.gov/business/consulting/Procedures_Assessment
http://www.wsdot.wa.gov/Publications/Manuals/M27-50.htm
http://www.wsdot.wa.gov/business/consulting/


Contact Information 

For additional information, please contact 

Erik Jonson, 360-705-7106, jonsone@wsdot.wa.gov 

Meg Blau, 206-440-4685, blaum@wsdot.wa.gov 

Sheril MacKenzie, 425-456-8583, mackens@wsdot.wa.gov 
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